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[The. f!ditor does not hold himself responsible for 

of znzons _ expressed by his correspondents. Neither 
can he undertake to return, nor to correspond with 
th~ writers of, rejected manuscripts intended fo1 
thzs or any otheY part of NATURE. No notice is 
taken of anonymous communications.] 

The Coherence of Superposed X-Radiations. 

WHAT is probably the most remarkable conclusion 
from the investigation of the J phenomenon is that 
two superposed X-radiations produce effects which 
are not the sum of those of the two constituent 
radiations, bu_t are due to the compound radiation as 
a "'.ho~e. It 1s not merely that a constituent of one 
radiation produces effects in atoms traversed when 
those atoms are exposed to the action of one or more 
constituents of the other beam ; it is much more 
than that. 1:he compound radiation, so far as the J 
phenomenon 1s concerned, behaves as an entity with 
propertit:s of its own dependent upon (average) 
penetratmg power and not on constituent wave
lengths. This follows as a necessary consequence 
of the laws which we have found, and _ have already 
stated (" The J Phenomenon in X-rays," Phil. Mag., 
May IQ25). We ha:ve,. however, just obtained the 
most direct and convmcmg proof of this. 

The absorption of an X-radiation scattered from a 
plate_ of aluminium ~as studied by placing an in
creasmg number of thm aluminium sheets in its path 
to an electroscope. It was found that at a thickness 
of 0 ·05 cm. of absorbing aluminium the intensity as 
measured in the electro~cope suddenly dropped by 
ab<;mt 7·5 per cent. This was the f 2 discontinuity, 
as it occurred when the average absorption coefficient 
(µ,/p)A1 was about 2·0. Thick plates of aluminium 
were the~ placed behind the first scattering plate so 
that while the original radiation studied was un
changed,_ there _w~ superposed upon it the more 
penetratmg radiat10n from a much thicker layer 
making the ~ombined radiation (on the average) 
~ore penetra~m_g. On filtering this combined radia
t10n by alummmm as before, no discontinuity was 
obser:ved at tJ:ie sta$"e ~ound in the first experiment
that is, the discontmmty no longer occurred even in 
the absorption of that part of the radiation from the 
first scattering plate. Instead of this a discontinuity 
of the same magnitude (relative) occurred when the 
filtering sheets had a thickness 0·02 cm. which was 
the. a~propriate position for the discontinuity in the 
radiation as a whole. By " appropriate position" we 
mean the thickness of aluminium at which the beam 
as a whole reached the critical absorption coefficient 
characteristic of the absorber. 

Thus . two beams which, because of differing 
p~net_ratmg P?Wers, . exhibit the discontinuity at 
diffenng filtermg thicknesses of aluminium when 
superposed exhibit not two discontinuities a'.t these 
thickn~sses, but one discontinuity of double magni
tude (i .e. unaltered relative magnitude) at a thickness 
between the two shown by its constituents. All this 
is perfectly consistent with our results from scores of 
ex_periments; the discontinuity occurs not at a cer
tam_ wa;;-length but at a definite " absorption co
effic~ent . for tl;e whole beam-an absorption co
efficient with which we are now perfectly familiar. 

Th~ phenomenon may perhaps be more clearly 
descnbed as one dependent on something analogous 
~o _te!Ilpera~ure of the X-radiation as a whole, though 
1t is impossible as yet to see how far the analogy will 
t~ke us. For '.' absorption coefficient " is more pre
cisely the fractional rate of diminution of ionisation 
in air (or other gas) with the mass per unit area of 
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aluminium traversed. This again is approximately 
the. r<1;te_ (fractional) of transfer of energy from the 
radiation to the matter through which it passes. (In 
the case of a fluid fl.owing with constant speed through 
a substance, this would be governed by temperature 
of the fluid .) 

Indeed, all our experiments on the J phenomenon 
show detachment from mere wave-length and de
pendence on this absorption coefficient of radiation. 
The analo_gy goes_ further, however, for there is very 
stro~g ~':1dence mdeed that the J absorption dis
con_tmmties we have observed are of such a magnitude 
as iust to compensate for a deficiency of absorption 
whic_h under slightly different conditions takes place 
contmuously. (Such discontinuities occur of course 
when a liquid is superheated or a vapour super
saturated: there takes place suddenly what would 
under favourable conditions have been a more gradual 
c~an~e of state.) Correspondingly, when the X-radia
t1on is transmitted through matter, absorption does 
n?t take. place at t~e. rate which appears under 
slightly different conditions ; but when the discon
tinuit}'. does c:iccur, the deficiency in absorption 
occurrmg previously appears quite suddenly. It is 
as thougl; there were a sudden evaporation (or 
?O?densation) of the energy of radiation, when this 
ism an unstable state so far as its relation with the 
sur~o~nding_ matter is concerned, the energy of the 
radiat10n bemg transferred to electrons in the matter 
traversed. 

It ought not to be necessary to say that in the 
~b~ve experiment the whole process can be repeated 
m mv:erse C?rd<:r: any feature of it can be repeated, 
the discontmmties may be displaced,-in fact, the 
whole of t_he phenomenon is under perfect control. 
The magmtude of these discontinuities, too, is re
markably constant, a long series of experiments giving 
a drop of (7·7±0·-'?) per cent. consistently. Again, 
we ~hould emphasise that this experiment, though 
particularly controllable, accurate, and striking only 
verifie_s what,_ in this laboratory, has been ob;erved 
less directly m a hundred experiments. The condi
tions for this " coherence " and its limitations are at 
present being further studied. 

We take this opportunity, too, of announcing that 
we are now able to show the three discontinuities 
J 1 , .'2 and J s one after the other by progressive 
filtenng of a selected X-radiation. Each is indicated 
by a drop of about 10 per cent. in the intensity of 
the radiation as usually measured. J 1 was first 
observed in a scattered radiation; J2 in a charac
t~ristic radiation (K series) ; f 3 in a primary radia
tion. We now have them all exhibited in one radia
tion. 

We shall describe elsewhere the application of the 
J phenomenon to scattered X-rays . 

University of Edinburgh, 
May 30. 

C. G. BARKLA. 
GLADYS l. MACKENZIE. 

Radio Transmission Round the Earth. 

. A THEORY_ which w<?ul? explain the facts of long
distance rad10 transmission must take into account 
the differences between day and night transmission 
long- and short-wave transmission, etc., and must 
connect these wi~h ".I- plausible assumption with 
regard _to the constitutic:in of ~he upper conducting or 
refractmg layer, which 1s believed to function as the 
chief agency in bending the rays round the earth. 

The effect on transmission of such a layer, which 
has been shown by many eminent scientific men to 
account in an adequate way for the bending of the rays 
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